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The Justice for Life organization (JFL) is an independent, non-governmental and nonprofit 
Syrian organization, concerned with strengthening and promoting the culture of human 
rights in Syria. 

JFL was founded in 2015 as a result of the efforts of actors and human rights defenders from 
Deir Ezzor province. The organization was a culmination of individual and collective efforts 
to defend human rights in their society, in addition to documentation of the human rights 
violations by the various parties to the conflict in the province since 2011. JFL became a 
platform and a space for human rights defenders and victims to advocate and defend their 
cases in accordance with legal and professional norms. JFL acts so that these violations and 
events don’t go without fair accountability. JFL promotes human rights across Syrian society 
at the cultural, social, and political levels to ensure that victims and their families have access 
to their rights. To achieve this, the organization’s work has expanded to become an active 
part of the national and international human rights alliances that document the violations in 
Syria and prepare the documentation of violations and crimes that have occurred against 
Syrian people since 2011 in compliance with legal standards. 



The Autonomous Administration of Northeastern Syria occasionally emphasizes the demand for the expat 

card by giving instructions to its security and military checkpoints deployed in its areas of control, namely the 

SDF, to check the arrivals in these areas. 

 

The expat card means persons who are registered in the civil registry of the districts in areas outside 
the Autonomous Administration control, and who wish to visit - or cross through - areas under their 
control in northeastern Syria, must obtain a card entitling them to enter and live in these areas. The 
card is obtained by institutions identified by the Autonomous Administration. 

 

The expat card is not a new regulation, but it has been in operation since 2019. Security incidents in eastern 

Syria and poor living conditions that have forced hundreds of families to flee government control areas to those 

located east of the Euphrates River have pushed the Autonomous Administration towards emphasizing the 

need to gain it, according to the Administration statements.  

 

One of the most important drawbacks on the expat card is that it does not differentiate between 

those coming to the eastern Euphrates areas, such as patients, students and others displaced for 

security reasons, except for asking families who have been living in Hasakah province for decades 

with the expat card only because their civil registry is based in areas that is not under the Autonomous 

Administration areas. 

 

 

On 15 January 2022, the  Autonomous Administration’s Internal Authority issued a statement on the purpose 

of the expat card, which stated that "for the sake of all residents of our areas enjoy security and safety and 

continue their lives in a normal manner, given that the sponsorship system established is to confirm the true 
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identity of the person in order to ensure that they are not impersonated", and confirmed that the followed 

procedures did not witness any deportation.  

 

 

A Copy of the statement issues by the Internal Authority - Source: Official Page of the Autonomous Administration on Facebook 
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Methodology of the Report 

The Justice for Life1 organization in this report depended on the testimony of (7) people, all from Deir Ezzor, 

who had been registered in different civil registry departments in the governorate. The interviewees were 

interviewed in person or online; one of them lives in the Autonomous Administration held areas of Deir Ezzor 

countryside, two have been living in Hasakah governorate for decades, one has been displaced in Hasakah 

following the shelling of Deir Ezzor nine years ago, and one displaced from the Deir Ezzor countryside to 

Raqqa. All names are pseudonyms at the request of witnesses. The Justice for Life organization also held a 

two-day workshop in JFL Office and organized a webinar with 47 participants; all of them are civil society 

activists or independent activists from the governorates of Deir Ezzor, Al Hasakah, and Raqqa, discussing the 

reasons for imposing the expat card and its implications on civilians along with possible alternatives. 

Imposing the Expat Card 

Restrictions imposed by the security and military checkpoints of the controlling forces in northeastern Syria 

have disrupted the movement of civilians and negatively affected their daily lives by affecting their work.  

 

"The situation in Raqqa was very good until 2019, when the Autonomous Administration imposed the expat 

card.  I can no longer move to work as my work requires me to move between Raqqa city and its countryside 

almost daily. Every time I try to pass, the checkpoints confiscate my personal identity, and they don't return it 

until I write a personal pledge that I will get the card as soon as possible," According to Abu Mohammad, who 

is an IDP in Raqqa. 

On the other hand, another witness (A.A.) from Deir Ezzor suffered from health issues and did not receive 

the necessary healthcare in Deir Ezzor. He was prevented by the Syrian Democratic Forces’ checkpoint at the 

southern entrance to Al Hasakah city, named Al Panorama, from entering to see the doctor. 
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The witness says: 

 

 

"I came from the countryside of Deir Ezzor to follow up on my health. I was prevented, with 10 people 

who were with me, from completing our way and returning to our homes in Deir Ezzor." 

 

The regulation does not only demand the arrivals to the Autonomous Administration areas to have the card, 

but also to residents who are registered in government areas. Witness D.A., a resident of Hasakah, tells the 

Justice for Life researcher: "My grandfather came from Deir Ezzor governorate and got married in Hasakah. 

My father was born in Al Hasakah, and I am now 37 years old, but our records remained in the civil registry 

of Deir Ezzor. This is the excuse that the checkpoints depend on when they ask us for the expat card."  

Mr. D.A.'s statement corresponds to what witness M.T. says, who has been living in the Ghouwairan 

neighborhood of Hasakah for more than 30 years: 

 

"As I went to our farm on the Hasakah-Qamishli road, Al Sabbagh checkpoint stopped me and asked 

me to show the expat card because my civil registry is in Deir Ezzor, and he told me next time I would 

not be allowed to pass." 

 

 



 

A Sample of the expat card. Source: One of the witnesses shared it with JFL 

 

 

(A.D.) is a displaced person from Deir Ezzor and lives in Hasakah city for nearly 10 years. He talked about 

some of the financial difficulties faced by other displaced people in the governorate in having the expat card: 

"I cannot complete the expat card because it requires a contract to rent and therefore, I am required to pay a 

commission fee to the office and increase the rent fees every time I renew the contract. If the conditions of the 

office and the owner are not met, they will not sign, which forces me to cross long distances to avoid passing 

through the checkpoint of the Syrian Democratic Forces, which is an unsustainable situation." 

What happened with witness (A.D.) was repeated with a participant in a workshop held by the Justice for Life 

organization, who said: 

"I have been living in Hasakah for more than (30) years and I have proof of ownership and a car registered in 

Hasakah along with a syndicate badge, yet I was asked to get an expat card."  
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One of the workshop participants says: 

 

"My son studies in Deir Ezzor because of poor educational conditions in the Autonomous Administration 

areas. Every time he moves between the government held areas and Autonomous Administration held 

areas, he is asked for the expat card and sometimes has to use paths that are not under control to avoid 

going through military checkpoints." 

 

Access to Expat Card 

To obtain the expat card, the citizen must provide several papers. The first step to be taken is to have a sponsor 

from the area where he wants to request the expat's card, which is not easy. Then, to  obtain a special document 

issued by the Internal Security Forces in which he/she writes down the statements of the expat and his family 

data in addition to the statements of two witnesses, including the sponsor, where the expat is required to attend 

with the sponsor in front of the internal security forces along with a renting contract proving that the expat has 

rented a house in the area, additionally, the expat is required to have a certificate of identification from the 

neighborhood Comin proving his knowledge of the expat along with copy  of the ID of the expat, his family 

members and witnesses. Then, the expat can have the expat card for six months and every time he/she wants 

to renew it he must take the sponsor with him/her.  

Through interviews conducted by Justice for Life researchers, these steps have been complicated for some 

people and easy for others. 

" Initially, I had to get the approval of a sponsor who lives in Raqqa and is registered in the department of civil 

registry. It was not easy to do so because one of the conditions to be met is that the sponsor has to have a real 

estate statement, an electricity or water counter registered in his/her name to prove his residence in Raqqa. 

Most people I know have lost their documents during the displacement and because of the bombing of the 

city years ago," says Mr. Abu Mohammed.  



Mr. M.B., who has been displaced from Deir Ezzor to Hasakah governorate since 2010, says: "I have to get 

the card for anyone who is registered in civil registry outside Hasakah governorate, as the Autonomous 

Administration officials told me, even if I had been living in the governorate for 50 years. I didn't have a lot of 

complications. I had to get a paper of Comin and certified from the district department, a copy of the ID card 

for me and my family members and a rental contract. I had to deposit all the papers with the Central 

Administration of Asayesh. I had to attend with the sponsor to get the card."  

Mrs. R.B., who has been displaced from Deir Ezzor to Hasakah since 2012, said: 

 

"My brother owns a house in Qamishli. The Asayesh employee told him that one of the conditions of the 

expat's card is that there is a rental contract and that the owner of the rented house is registered in Hasakah." 

 

Actions to be Taken 

 

During discussions facilitated by Justice for Life and the persons individually met, opinions varied on the expat 

card, both in terms of its importance for policing and in terms of its impact on civilians. 

The suggested measures, that suggested by the participants and might mitigate the impact of this law on the 

civilians, can be divided into three categories as follows;  

The first is that the expat card should be cancelled immediately without delay because it constitutes 

discrimination. 

 

 

 

A civil activist from Amuda in Hasakah province said: 
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"The expat card robs me of the right to live in the governorate I have been living in for many years, and I 

fear that it will be a repetition of other discriminatory decisions that the regime in Syria has exercised 

against Kurdish Syrians." 

 

A director of a civil society organization in Raqqa city explained that the reasons adopted by the Internal 

Authority in its statement are unrealistic" and "civil society organizations expressed their rejection of the expat 

card during a meeting with the Office of Humanitarian Affairs of the Autonomous Administration in Raqqa". 

The second is that the Autonomous Administration adopts its identification card as an alternative to the expat 

card.  

"Based on the statement issued by the Internal Authority, all areas controlled by ISIS must be treated in the 

same way as the group-controlled Raqqa and most of Deir Ezzor and reached villages in Hasakah governorate.", 

according to a director of a civil society organization during a debate organized by Justice for Life.  

A civil activist from Deir Ezzor says that the card "will not help solve security problems and that the attack on 

Ghouwairan prison by ISIS militants shows the extent of the security gaps that are not resolved with such 

measures.”. 

A director of a civil society organization in Hasakah province says: 

 

"If it is difficult to cancel the expat card, the Comin in each neighborhood can be relied upon and has the 

data of all residents of the neighborhood. He can grant a certified paper proving the identity of the holder 

of this paper." 

"The Autonomous Administration has issued an identification card to anyone who has lost their personal 

identity and is sufficient to identify them," said a workshop participant. 



The third is that the administration should ease the procedures required to obtain the card so that it does not 

turn into a burden on the citizen. This view totally refused to cancel the expat card under any form. 

A female activist from Hasakah governorate told JFL: 

 

"Any authority has the right to take whatever it deems appropriate to maintain the security of the areas it 

controls, but this does not justify limiting freedoms." "There is no need to cancel it, which is a important for 

security, but it is important to reject the incapacitating requests for them," said an activist in the Qamishli 

countryside. 

 

A number of participants in the workshop and dialogue webinar emphasized that the exapt card violates the 

rights stated in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights. 

 

Article 13 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that “Everyone has the right to freedom of 

movement and residence within the borders of each state". "Everyone has the right to leave any country, 

including his own, and to return to his country.” 

 

Likewise, Article 12 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights states that “Everyone lawfully 

within the territory of a State shall, within that territory, have the right to liberty of movement and freedom to 

choose his residence.”. the same article says that “rights shall not be subject to any restrictions except those 

which are provided by law, are necessary to protect national security, public order”  
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Conclusion 

The Autonomous Administration pledged that the expat card will not violate human rights and that its aim is 

to work to impose more security measures in light of the increasing cases of murder, kidnapping and theft.  

Justice for Life has not documented any deportation case since the imposition of the expat card. However, 

most of the people interviewed by JFL talked about some difficulties in obtaining it, especially with regard to 

the sponsor, and that these difficulties delayed their access to the card, which negatively affected their daily 

lives, especially their mobility to and from their workplaces. 

Some of the cases documented by JFL for people who have been living in Hasakah governorate for more than 

20 years and were asked for an expat card are inconsistent with the purpose of the card, which is understood 

to be specific to recent arrivals in northeastern Syria. This is due to the fact that residents of the Administration 

held areas for decades are supposed to be known to the Administration. The refusal to accept a sponsor of 

this category - people who are registered in another civil registry department outside the governorate of 

Hasakah and have been residing in it for a long time - has aroused rejection among displaced persons.  

Some of those interviewed by JFL considered that the current mechanisms in applying the expat card constitute 

a discrimination among the groups of northeastern Syria. 

All those interviewed by JFL and participants in the workshop and dialogue webinar stressed that maintaining 

security is a prerequisite for all civilians in northeastern Syria. However, obtaining the expat card in some of its 

procedures affected patients and the interests of some displaced persons. According to some witnesses, it is 

considered to be a discrimination among residents, especially residents in Al Jazira region. Most of the 

witnesses stressed that the law must be abolished and that the Administration had a duty to look for alternatives 

to maintaining security, while others demanded that the procedures for obtaining it be reduced. 

 

 


